Will Systime’s platform become a Danish Netflix for learning material?

Responding to users’ wishes to have only one online platform for learning material, Systime has invited other educational publishers to join Systime’s licence platform.

Consequently, a unique collaboration has been established between five Danish, educational publishers with publications for the upper secondary. The publishing companies:

- Columbus, the publishing company for teachers within social science
- Gyldendal Education for the upper secondary
- The publishing company for the Association of Danish-teaching Teachers
- Nucleus, the publishing company for teachers within biology
- Systime

...will now use Systime’s online platforms.

This cooperation means that teachers and pupils will only need to go to one platform and use one user profile to find and use their internetBooks. By use of an advanced search feature in the platform the users can search for content from all the participating publishing companies.

Systime’s licence platform, MyAccount, is widely used by teachers and pupils at the upper secondary and has been so for the latest 10 years. So, the new cooperation will just give the users more options and make it easier for them to find material. The CEO for Columbus, Anders Hassing, looks forward to using the internetBook as the publishing platform. When publishing for the subject of social science, it is very important to be able to update a publication on a daily basis in order to provide the users with updated content. And the choice of platform was obvious as by now Systime’s platforms constitute the publishing platform for educational material in Denmark.

Additionally, he concludes: “The distribution platform becomes more valuable for the users by offering more and more material”.

“Besides, from a technical perspective Systime’s platforms are very reliable with a guaranteed uptime of 99 %”, says Systime’s digital director, Søren Peter Sørensen.

If you are curious to know more about Systime’s platforms, please have a look at solutions.systime.dk